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Abstract
Book music is extensively used in street organs. It consists of
thick cardboard, containing perforated holes specifying the
musical notes. We propose to represent clinical time-dependent
data in a tabular form inspired from this principle. The sheet
represents a statistical individual, each row represents a binary
time-dependent variable, and each hole denotes the “true”
value. Data from electronic health records or nationwide medical-administrative databases can then be represented: demographics, patient flow, drugs, laboratory results, diagnoses,
and procedures. This data representation is suitable for survival analysis (e.g., Cox model with repeated outcomes and
changing covariates) and different types of temporal association rules. Quantitative continuous variables can be discretized, as in clinical studies. The “book music” approach could
become an intermediary step in feature extraction from structured data. It would enable to better account for time in analyses, notably for historical cohort analyses based on healthcare
data reuse.
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Introduction
Secondary use of clinical data, or clinical data reuse, consists of
“non-direct care use of personal health information” [1, 2], notably for research purposes. This concept takes its origins from
Fayyad’s “knowledge discovery in databases” [3]. Structured
data denote data that can be described in a table, excluding unstructured data such as free-text or medical images, or data with
inconstant data model (e.g., JSON, XML, etc.). Data reuse of
structured data usually consists of 5 steps [4]:
1. data pre-processing (from native data to standardized
and cleaned data warehouse),
2. feature extraction (from data warehouse data to individual analyzable information),
3. statistical and graphical mining (from individual information to associations),
4. expert filtering and reorganization, and
5. decision making.
Data warehouses contain data that are not always directly suitable for statistical analyses: data are broken down into dozens
of tables (at least one per entity), are made of multivalued qualitative data with too many categories, are deeply unbalanced,

and are mostly missing (never at random, due to the indication
bias related to the request for complementary examinations).
The feature extraction process (formerly called “data transformation”; see step 2 above) [3, 4] enables to make those data
suitable for statistical analyses: one only table (with one row
per individual, one column per variable, potentially many columns), where qualitative variables have few modalities, variables are few unbalanced, and missing data are rare.
Many studies using data reuse of structured healthcare data aim
at producing epidemiological knowledge, by enhancing retrospective observational cohorts [1, 5, 6]. Unlike case-control
studies, retrospective cohort studies make it possible to consider the time-dependent nature of the variables in statistical
models, whether they are the outcome, or the covariates. However, to our knowledge, the time-dependent nature of variables
is generally under-exploited in many data reuse studies [7]. In
traditional, form-based clinical research, the data are probably
processed intelligently by the form filler. Data from the form
have then a simplified structure, and intrinsically consider temporal aspects (e.g., a pathology is considered present when it is
observed at least once in the six months preceding the patient’s
inclusion). We believe that the complexity of this process is insufficiently reproduced in many data reuse studies, and that this
problem could be solved by defining a framework for processing time-dependent data. Computer representation and exploitation of time-dependent data have already been the subject
of important work [8, 9], that has not penetrated the field of data
reuse.
Our goal is to propose an approach inspired by book music to
guide feature extraction for retrospective cohort studies obtained from healthcare data reuse.

Methods
Book music, analogy with time-dependent data
In the first part, we will describe book music, and conduct an
analogy with clinical structured data.
Healthcare data in data reuse epidemiological studies
In a second part, we will analyze healthcare data that are the
most frequently encountered in data reuse studies, and evaluate
whether they can fit the “book music” principle. We will analyze the most important data types described in the HL7 Reference Information Model [10], in the OMOP data model [11],
and in previous works [12]. We will not interest on native data
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(e.g., the patient’s birthdate) but on data that usually have to be
analyzed (e.g., the patient’s age). Those data consist of:
x

Demographic data (age, gender)

x

Flow data (e.g., admission, hospital stay, ICU stay,
discharge, medical appointment, etc.)

x

Encoded observations, such as diagnoses

x

Encoded procedures, such as therapeutic procedures,
and corresponding resources

x

Measurements, such as laboratory results, or results of
clinical scores

x

Drug administrations

Figure 1 – Book music (resized picture - Credit: Richard Ash Creative Commons Attribution-Share Alike 2.0)

Such data can more or less be found in electronic health records
of inpatients and outpatients, and in nationwide medical-administrative databases [10–12].
Statistical methods for time-dependent data
In a third part, we will list the most frequent methods of timedependent-data analysis, and evaluate whether they can fit the
“book music” principle. To achieve this, we will interest in the
Cox model with repeated outcomes and changing covariates
[13], which to our knowledge takes into account all the temporal characteristics of the different survival analysis techniques. We will also interest in temporal association rules
(TAR) [7], a broad set of more recent methods, also known under heterogeneous terms (sequential patterns, temporal patterns, temporal rules, temporal association, etc.). As this field
of study is wide and heterogeneous, we will use the unified terminology proposed by Segura-Delgado et al. [7].

Results
Book music, analogy with time-dependent data
Book music is a medium for storing music. It is made from thick
cardboard, containing perforated holes specifying the musical
notes to be played (Figure 1). Each note of the instrument is
represented by a virtual row whose location on the card is fixed
(for example on Figure 1, the highest horizontal rows correspond to the highest notes). The note is played as long as the
row is perforated. When the row is not perforated, the note is
not played. The perforated rows are separated by non-perforated rows, to preserve the strength of the score. The length of
the card is not limited, and corresponds to the length of the music piece. Book Music was extensively used in mechanical organs (or fairground or street organs; Figure 2).
From an information point of view, we can consider each statistical individual as a sheet of book music. Each virtual row
represents a time-dependent binary variable, that can be on
(perforated) or off (not perforated), as a function of time. As in
the mechanical organ, the time corresponds to the offset from
the left edge of the score. At a given position (a vertical section), each binary variable is thus in a precise state, and the set
of binary variables describes the state of the statistical individual at this precise moment. Some variables change state little,
like the held notes of a score, and others consist of point-events,
like the staccato notes of a score.

Figure 2 – Street organ (Credit: Roman Bonnefoy Creative Commons Attribution-Share Alike 3.0)
Healthcare data in data reuse epidemiological studies
Figure 3 show an example of transformation from data described in a data warehouse to “book music” data, and the corresponding tabular representation (right part). We will comment on some parts of this schema, to show the versatility of
this approach.
The “demographic data” part of Figure 3 illustrates that a qualitative variable (gender) can be summarized as a time-dependent binary variable, which is not necessarily constant over time.
The age, a continuous variable inferred from birth and admission date, is represented as 3 time-dependent binary variables
in this example.
In the “patient flow” part of Figure 3, we can see that the analyst
can focus on the information that interests him/her: admission,
discharge, transfers, entire inpatient stay, or staying in an intensive care unit for instance.
The “laboratory results” part of Figure 3 illustrates that it is possible to use different cutoffs on a same functional variable, to
define for instance hypokalemia, hyperkalemia, and severe hyperkalemia. An interpolation algorithm can also be defined
(e.g., linear interpolation, last observation carried forward,
etc.): in real life, contrary to therapeutic trials, measurements
are performed on free dates and therefore not synchronized. It
is also possible to trace measurements themselves, regardless
of their results. If the analyst does not want to infer missing data
as normal values, he/she can also explicitly identify time ranges
with missing information.
The “drugs” part of Figure 3 illustrates it is possible to define
binary values based on administered doses that were first aggregated on a daily base.
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Laboratory
result

Drugs
Billing
codes

Example of “book music” data representation

Emergency room
ICU
Cardiology
Potassium blood level
6.5
5
3.5

t

V03AE Kayexalate
30 30 30 15

t

I49.3 Ventricular premature depolarization
JVJF003 Hemodialysis (at first day)

Example of tabular representation
time

Female gender
Age  [0; 60[
Age  [60; 70[
Age  [70; ∞[

Sex = “female”
Birth date = 1960-06-30
Admission date = 2020-06-29

Patient
flow

Demographic data

Data in the datawarehouse

Admission
Discharge
Transfer
Hospital stay
Intensive care unit
Severe hyperK+ (LOCF)
HyperK+ (LOCF)
HypoK+ (LOCF)
K+ measurements
Missing K+ values
Kayexalate
Kayexalate≥30

id Variable
1 female
1 age0_60

From
1960-06-30
1960-06-30

To
+inf
2020-06-29

1
…
1
1
1
…
1
1
1
…

2020-06-30
…
2020-06-30
2020-07-03
2020-06-29
…
2020-06-29
2020-06-29
2020-06-29
…

2030-06-29
…
2020-06-30
2020-07-03
2020-07-10
…
2020-06-30
2020-06-29
2020-06-29
…

Age60_70
…
transfer
transfer
inhospital
…
hyperk+
k+measure
k+measure
…

Condensed view of “book music”
time

ventricular extrasystole
hemodialysis

Figure 3 – Example of transformation into “book music” data. Times were truncated to dates only (K+: potassium,
hyper/hypoK+: hyper/hypokalemia, LOCF: last observation carried forward)

In any case, right part of Figure 3 illustrates a tabular representation of those data, based on an “entity-attribute-dates” model.
It requires only 1 table made of 4 columns. Only the “true” values (the “holes”) are stored (missing values can still be explicitly traced in the rare cases where they should not be interpreted
as “false”). A patient identifier enables to link all his/her attributes. This table would be an intermediate form common to
many studies. Then, a final transformation stage would produce
a table suitable for statistical analyses, with 1 row per patient.
This final step is described in the “discussion” section.
Statistical methods for time-dependent data
The “book music” data representation seems compatible with
the following characteristics of the Cox model with repeated
outcomes and changing covariates [13]. Regarding the covariates, it enables to describe binary, qualitative, and ordinal timedependent variables. Regarding the outcome, it enables to describe time-dependent binary outcomes, possibly repeated, as
well as censored data (censoring can be described as another
binary event).
The “book music” data representation seems compatible with
the following characteristics of temporal association rules. According to the terminology defined by Segura-Delgado et al.
[7], it can be used when time is an implied component (i.e. to
filter relevant combinations), either for sequential methods or
intertransaction methods. It can also be used when time is an
integrated component (i.e. is part of the learning process), when
the methods interest on periodicity, time-intervals (not only
point-like events), or lifespans. It is also suitable for changes or
incremental mining. However, while the Cox model and some
temporal association rules methods are able to incorporate continuous quantitative variables, the “book music” approach does
not allow so (apart from time itself), and requires that the variables be discretized. This will be discussed in the discussion
section.

Discussion
The “book music” approach could facilitate and abstract the
feature extraction phase, as shown in Figure 4. The first step of
feature extraction would consist in generating the “book music”
using a procedure independent of the study to be conducted.
Then, in a project-specific way, predefined and relatively abstract functions could be used to generate the individual information table, which consists of one row per statistical individual and one column per variable. These functions would describe generic operations such as “summarize the state of the
patient at such a date”, or “aggregate the state over such a period with such a function”.
Feature extraction consists of computations that enable to transform data into ready-to-use information. Those transformations
can be performed during the first step, that enables to generate
“book music” data, but Figure 5 also illustrates that some transformations can be performed afterwards.

Phase 2: feature extraction

The “billing” part of Figure 3 illustrates it is possible to describe
codes as observations during all the stay, or at a precise date.

OMOP
format

HL7 Rim
format

Custom
format

OMOP
connector

HL7 Rim
connector

custom
connector

“book music” data representation

Study-specific computations,
using generic functions

Individual information
Figure 4 – The “book music” data representation, an intermediary step in the feature extraction process
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AND

OR

Anemia
Neutropenia
Thrombopenia
Pancytopenia
Carbamazepine
Griseofulvin
Enzyme inductor

Figure 5 – Time-dependent Boolean operations
The data transformation to the “book music” representation participates in fulfilling the 5 objectives of feature extraction defined in [4]:

constitution of a learning base, as the time was not yet ripe for
machine learning [24]. The development of a complex temporal
query language was based on the belief that tasks could be separated and performed by different profiles (computer engineers,
physicians, etc.). The fact is that today’s trend is to train data
scientists mastering the algorithmic, statistical and domain-specific aspects at the same time. They do not necessarily need a
new framework, but rather a set of packaged functions, all
available in the same environment, such as the R software.
The perspectives are summarized in Figure 4. First of all, we
will have to develop generic mechanisms to facilitate the transformation of relational data into “book music” form. These mechanics will be specified, and their use simplified when the native data follow a known data model such as OMOP or HL7
RIM [10, 11], and could be developed quite easily for nonstandard data models (top of Figure 4). We will then need to
abstract and propose standardized functions to complete the
feature extraction step, by transforming the “book music” data
into a ready-to-analyze table, including one row per individual
(bottom of Figure 4). The complete feature extraction process
will be made of both steps.

x

It enables to reduce data complexity to one single
data table, with several rows per statistical individual.
The next step will be easier to implement, to get one
row per individual.

x

It uses domain specific cutoffs for quantitative variables, and enables to get precise start and stop dates.

x

If can be used to reduce data imbalance, by mean of
mappings. This can be achieved during this step, or
easily at next step (see Figure 5).

Conclusions

x

It enables to handle heterogeneous data in the form of
generic time-dependent events. The nature of the data
remains important for interpretation, but no longer
makes a difference for the analysis methods to be implemented.

The “book music” approach could become an important step in
feature extraction, simplify and secure this phase. This approach could help to better account for time in analyses, especially for historical cohort analyses based on the secondary use
of structured healthcare data.

x

It participates in making future results more acceptable for experts.
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